


Logtrust specializes in offering 

 that allow the integration, management 

and easy visualization of all the data generated by 

an organization

. Logtrust’s mission is to 

democratize real-time BigData analysis tools for 

companies of all sizes and sectors, enabling them 

to maximito maximize their business value with 

.

Logtrust gathers machine data from your systems, 

applications, business infrastructure and devices

to create a secure information environment, 

enabling you to receive alerts, make correlations, 

queries and intelligence analysis in real-time.

Logtrust can aggregate any machine data, 

, making it 

possible to address any concern from 

.

Logtrust’s Cloud based model has taken the best of the Cloud in terms of price and scalability to offer a 

holistic solution that will allow clients to manage their logs in a secure way, in and from the Cloud, with

. Logtrust also offers 

hybrid cloud and on-premise models to meet specific customer needs.

Logtrust’s solution collects logs (from infrastructure, networks, applications and business tools) to 

create a secure information environment where the client can receive alerts, run correlations and 

query the data in real-time, giving them the means to address all security concerns, meet different  

compliancy requirements and monitor and analyze business metrics .



Logtrust’s cutting edge cloud technology allows MSP’s to expand their customer 

base by providing security, monitoring, data management and Bid Data analytics 

services to companies who, due to their cost model, weren’t able to receive this kind 

of services and increase the turnover from actual customers by improving their 

services and offering additional ones.

Formerly, a company who wished to start using security information, data 

management or Big Data analytics software had to invest significant capital into 

hardware and software licenses and the associated administration cost of keeping it 

all running, thus, making it very hard for small and medium companies to acquire this 

kind of technology, even when it was legally mandatory and they needed it to comply 

with a specific regulation.

Logtrust’s technology can contribute to improving the MSP’s services in the following areas:

on their security and system monitoring solutions with:

  •    

    •   The customer can subscribe to different alert libraries (generic alerts 

         predefined by lugtrust that the customer can start receiving as soon as they begin sending    

         data to our platform) which provides real-time notifications via our web application (logtrust’s 

         alert management applic         alert management application), email, SMS, Jira, service desk and/or logtrust’s mobile 

         application when an abnormality is detected in the system; such as, geolocation which 

         informs you when someone logs into an application from a country other than the usual, 

         critical errors which informs of incidents in your operating systems or any of your services and 

         proxy abuse among others.

         With Logtrust’s alert management application the customer will be able to see their alerts in 

         detail including a fully administrative dashboard with histogram, pie charts and time-line; mark 

         the alerts as open or closed, add comments and/or define tasks for each alert and filter the          the alerts as open or closed, add comments and/or define tasks for each alert and filter the 

         alerts, by category, priority and time period, among others.

  •   that can be sent automatically (according to the customers desired schedule) 

         to specific people within the company.

  •  

, which gives customers the possibility to obtain insights on their infrastructure, 

        collect and track system metrics, receive real-time alerts when certain thresholds are 

        surpassed (i.e. when a system CPU is         surpassed (i.e. when a system CPU is at 80% of usage for more than 15 minutes) and

        react immediately to any unforeseen situations to keep their business and applications  

        running smoothly.

        Logtrust’s monitoring application provides real-time statistics on memory, CPU consumption, 

        processor load, disk operations, networks systems and processes.  

: Logtrust’s platform can be up and running in a matter of minutes.



A set of metrics that allows you to be 

informed about the habits of your users, 

systems, applications and related variables.

Logtrust’s platform provides mechanisms for 

socializing the security intelligence between the 

logtrust user community. Users can set alerts, 

dashboards and queries and share with the 

community for free or priced (under a revenue 

sharing model). This is a unique feature in the 

industry, it allows an incredible growth in the 

intelligence available for our customers and intelligence available for our customers and 

makes it easier for the MSP to transfer to other 

customers the intelligence they’ve developed for 

a specific customer.

Our solution allows you to consult, correlate 

and analyze in real-time, years of data 

retention and petabytes of information to 

help you and your customer discover 

patterns and structures in complex data and 

find the hidden insights within the Big Data. 

Logtrust’s Big Data solution provides:

•• 

• : several interactive 

graphs where users can select a variable and 

it immediately will show the other variables 

with which it interacts; it helps to see the 

data in a more intuitive way, simplifying it’s 

correlation.

•• to separate and detect attributes in 

large data sets; Logtrust’s consultation times 

don’t vary with time, you can filter years of 

information with a response time of just 

seconds.

•  to discover 

trends in large data sets

•• .

Logtrust’s platform can be easily integrated 

with business apps and proprietary apps, 

providing real time correlation and graphical 

representation of the customer’s data.



 of what’s happening in their systems with access to dashboards, reports and

real-time alerts.

Ability to take advantage of the for/  .

Receive  that where only available to big corporations.

Use a  to cover security, monitoring and Big Data analytics needs.

 and/or benefits by providing security and monitoring capabilities to 

companies who, due to their cost model, where not able to invest in these kinds of services and 

provide new services for actual customers.

 by providing more visibility on their security.

. Instead of developing custom solutions for each customer, take advantage of 

Logtrust’s solution and it’s scalability.

Use Logtrust platform to generate .

 by increasing your offering.



www.
logtrust
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Real-time. Everything is done in real-time: from 
event collection, to the query, correlation, 
dashboard updates and delivery of alerts and 
reports.

For all infrastructures. In-house, mixed 
infrastructure or in the cloud, even if the customer 
is using multiple datacenters.

Pure SaaSPure SaaS. You decide where you want to keep 
your data, Logtrust will only use the infrastructure 
of your chosen datacenter to collect, store, consult 
and correlate your data.

Available in minutes. Up and running in a matter of 
minutes.

No time degradation. It doesn’t matter if the 
information has been stored for 10 years or 10 
seconds, this will not affect the efficiency of your 
search and queries.

Define different retention periods for different 
kinds of information, thus making it easy to comply 
with many laws and regulations at the same time. 

Easy integrationEasy integration. Logtrust provides several 
mechanisms to integrate your systems and 
applications.

Dedicated Apps that answer to specific 
requirements within the market.

Custom DashboardsCustom Dashboards. You can create as many 
dashboards as you need and obtain real-time 
visibility for your most relevant information.

Open API’s. All the services are designed to be 
interoperable with third party software.

Advanced graphics and visual correlation.

IInformation in the palm of your hand. Access 
your account and receive real-time alerts on your 
iPhone, iPad or any Android application.

Secure information transmission. Sent using 
double authentication from client and server 
(Digital Cert X509v3) and encrypted.

Social intelligenceSocial intelligence. An ecosystem that allows users 
to share their knowledge.  

KEY FEATURES
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